UND APPLIED VOICE FINAL EXAM

Repertoire List

Present this original plus 3 copies for the Faculty

Student Name_________________________________________Course #___________

Degree_____________________________________________Instructor____________

Freshman [ ] Sophomore [ ] Junior [ ] Senior [ ] Grad [ ] Minor [ ]

*************************************************************************************************************

Prepared Repertoire (in alphabetical order by song title, followed by composer)

1. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

2. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

3. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

4. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

5. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

6. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

7. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

8. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

9. 
   Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

10. 
    Title ___________________________________________________ Composer ______

Repertoire-in-Progress (same format as above)
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